Measurement and simulation of water and methanol transport in algal cells.
Experimental data and a complementary biophysical model are presented to describe the dynamic response of a unicellular microalga to osmotic processes encountered during cryopreservation. Chlorococcum texanum (C. texanum) were mounted on a cryoperfusion microscope stage and exposed sequentially to various solutions of sucrose and methanol. Transient volumetric excursions were determined by capturing images of cells in real time and utilizing image analysis software to calculate cell volumes. A biophysical model was applied to the data via inverse analysis in order to determine the plasma membrane permeability to water and to methanol. The data were also used to determine the elastic modulus of the cell wall and its effect on cell volume. A three-parameter (hydraulic conductivity (Lp), solute permeability; (omega), and reflection coefficient, (sigma)) membrane transport model was fit to data obtained during methanol perfusion to obtain constitutive property values. These results were compared with the property values obtained for a two coefficient (Lp and omega) model. The three-parameter model gave a value for sigma not consistent with practical physical interpretation. Thus, the two-coefficient model is the preferred approach for describing simultaneous water and methanol transport. The rate of both water and methanol transport were strongly dependent on temperature over the measured temperature range (25 degrees C to -5 degrees C) and cells were appreciably more permeable to methanol than to water at all measured temperatures. These results may explain in part why methanol is an effective cryoprotective agent for microalgae.